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crystar fierd variation induced ep coupling is evaruated for all
fl'nan oodes in yBarcu"o". whire the synnetric nodes couple to the
in-plane cu(2)-o(zr3) charge transfer (cr) the antisynnetric 840

'1cr oode couples to the o(2)-o(3) cr. This exprains tentatively
the different behavior of those nodes below T .c

Ranan experinents represent a powerful tool in the exanination of
the electron co*elations in the conducting naterials, and in particular in
the high-T" superconductors. specialry interesting in this sense ere the
i'16 cf,l and 340 cf 1 nodes in yBarcu.o" [1-3r, with siuilar effects in
other raterials. The Fano resonances of those nodes indicate the
appreciable coupring to the continuun. That this continuuu corresponds to
the carrier excitations is indicated by the anonalous behavior of the 340

"f 
1 f*uq,rency at T". I{hile all Rauan frequencies increase steadily towards

low tenperatures, the frequency of the 340 cn- 
I aode starts to decre4se

below T". It is ioportant to note in this respect that there is a synnetry
difference between the 340 cn- 

1 
mode which belongs to the antisynnetric Br grepresentation of the (approxinate) tetragonal group, whire arl cither oodes

are Arn svnnetric. This differe'ce leads to an essential difference in
coupling to the carriers, as will be discussed below.

Arl Ranan nodes under consideration invor.ve the dispracenents
perpendicular to the conducting cuo, pla'es. Therefore the i.n-pIane
overlaps are not changed to Ltre first order in defornation (disregarding
the weak buckling of the pland,tl). However it has been rearized.gone tine
ago thst another, ionic nechanisn of ep coupring is operaLive in high-T.
superconductors. The strongest effect of the deforaation induced crystar
field variation occurs in site energies [SrO1. giraling out the sites O(2),
o(3) and cu(2) in the conducting.prane the corresponding ep coupring can be
written as
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R. h. s. of Eq.(1) is written to enphasize the difference between Arn and

B. - uodes. l{hile the latter (Jahn-Teller) splite the energy of the two in1g
plane oxygens (neglecting the snall orthorhoobic splitting 

":"'- 
ct2'1 tbt

foruer nodes only change the already existi.ng energy difference clr'-ct t' 
"'.

The energy shifts
2

6"rr=t 'oiro, Q,
car be evaiuated by the Er*ald r"thoi"ofo" various oodes r.r and sites
i. The corresponding o's are given in Table I, assuling
yt* B.t* cu'* ( 1 )cu2* ( z)o2i 1 )ot' 761 

z, g )o'i 4) ionicities.
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TABTE I

In Tabre I it can be first notieed that notions of ions in the cuo. plane
lead to large linear ep couplings. This is related to the absence of the
nirror synnetry with respect to the cuo, plane (i.e. the conespooding clts
vanish in Larcuoo). The effect is large due to tbe long range of ionic
forces. Second, the ootion of the out-of-plane ions ig also coupled
strongly to carriers for the sane reason

The

f requenc i eg .

co rrespond i ng

ep

In

to

couplings ( 2 ) iead to the renornal.iu ation of the phonon

the adiabatic Limit the second order defornation energy,
Eq. ( L ) f or t,he B, n end O, n nodes is resFectively

aE* = -* do o(6c:;' - 6c ll' r', ( o ,

AEn = -# rpo(Dc::' + u'l:'- z6ell'l', ( o , (3)
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assueing that the total charge of the Cu0, unit ceII in Eq.(1) is
conserved. Here .too is the exact q = 0 O(2)-O(3) and too the O(2r3)-Cu(2)
charge transfer (Ct) correlation function. As the. ep couplings are
couparable in both cases, according to Table l, the difference between B, 

n
and A.n nodes is related to the difference between.loo and xpd (it can be

noted in this respect that the coupling between O(2,3) and the bridging
O(l) is nuch weaker for the Brn node then for the Arn nodes). The essential

il :il;.'.I,""" "3," ., 
"l.ii i,,; :l,HJ ii i:" ; 
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of the carriers (assuning the Ferni rever either in the copper-oxygerr or in
the oxvEen-copper bands). The site JT effect in Eq.(1) transforus into the
intra- or inter-band JT effect in presence of hopings and interactions. The

interband processes may also be inportant in presence of interactionsn but
tend to have [6] the sane contributi,r:n to 

"oo 
antl .tuo.

It can be finally uentioned that Table I shows a particularly
strong couprirrg between the 504 *r-1 R.run notion of the bridging o(1) and

the cuo, prane. It is possible that in this case the doninant cr occurs
along tlre c-axis rather than in the CuO, ptane [?1. Eqs. (Z) and (3) can be

easily extended to cover thi.s possibility too. on the other hand the Fano

resonancq observed in the Ba oode suggests that it is coupred to the ab
plane. However the CT nay well occur also along the c-axis.

( c ) Fresenf acidress; .[os .dJanos Nat,ional Laharatory ,ld$ BZG? , T-t 1 , Los

/V/U 87545, USA
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